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manage software

In a changing world the traditional instruments of hairdressing salon or beauty is not
enough anymore. An increasingly informed and demanding hair stylist required for
dedicated , treatments customized promotions and expertise that only the high technology
can guarantee. Exagon engineering design solutions aimed at growth of international ,
software to simplify and improve the relationship between the practitioner and his clientele
by encouraging customer loyalty. Exagon engineering provides easy use tools and
intuitive , created for exhibition management and designed to allow the professional to
focus solely on its ability to satisfy customers. For this Exagon engineering was chosen as
a partner by the best companies in the computer industry. Exagon engineering software
are used in 6,000 Salons only in Italy and translated into 18 languages for 18,000 Salons
that use it in the rest of the world.

EXAGON TOUCH MANAGEMENT
Touch screen management software: from cash management to that of personal ,
promotions , invoicing etc.
EXAGON TRICOLOGY
Using cutting-edge tools to show the customer the weaknesses of skin and hair.
EXAGON SALON DESIGNER
Interior Design: to draw the map of the salon and let you choose from a catalog of
hundreds of products to create your ideal furniture.
EXAGON COLOR MOOD
Specific software for the hairdresser , for image consulting and research the most
appropriate style to the customer.
EXAGON 4MOBILE
With a simple touch of your fingers on the screen you can manage all functions that until
recently required a PC. Exagon engineering technology has optimized its software for
smartphone and android tablet , . With a simple touch of your fingers on the screen you
can manage all functions that until recently required a PC. Compact , no cable , ease of
use: Exagon engineering simplifies the entire Salon Management leaving the freedom to
indulge in pure work of stylist.
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